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0. Introduction 
In this note I show that Schanuel’s Conjecture implies that the exponential 
subring of R generated by 1 is free on no generators. The interpretation of this 
result is that Schanuel’s Conjecture, which does not make explicit mention of 
iterated exponentials, in fact implies that there are no hidden iterated exponential 
identities for exponential constants. 
I claim no real originality for the methods used, but I believe that the result in 
the above suggestive form has not previously been noted. I got the idea from a 
preprint of Shackell [8] (clearly inspired by Lang’s [6]). I was then unaware of the 
earlier [l], which, like Shackell’s paper, is concerned with the decision problem 
for exponential constants. I will touch on this issue at the end of the paper. 
1. Basic notions 
1.1. An E-ring is a commutative ring R with 1, 
satisfying E(0) = 1 and E(x + y) = E(x) . E(y). 
such objects, see [4]. 
equipped with a map E : R --, R 
For the elementary algebra of 
An E-domain (resp. E-field) is an E-ring which is a domain (resp. field). The 
most prominent E-fields are R and C equipped with E(x) = ex. 
The class of E-rings is equational, and so has a free object [Xl” on any set X. 
It is easily seen [4] that [Xl” ’ 1s a domain, naturally containing Z(X). 
1.2. Definition 1. An E-ring R satisfies Schanuel’s Condition if R is a 
characteristic 0 domain and whenever ol, . . . , cu, in R are linearly independent 
over Q the ring E[cu,, . . . , a,,, E(cu,), . . . , E(q)] has transcendence degree an 
over Z. 
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The familiar Schanuel Conjecture [6] says that @ satisfies Schanuel’s Condition. 
Lemma 1. If R is an E-subring of S, and S satisfies Schanuel’s Condition, then R 
satisfies Schanuel’s Condition. 
Proof. Trivial. 0 
It is an easy exercise using the ideas of [4] to prove: 
Lemma 2. For any X, [Xl” satisfies Schanuel’s Condition. 
1.3. The main result of this paper is: 
Theorem 3. Suppose S satisfies Schanuel’s Condition, and S, is the E-subring of S 
generated by 1. Then the natural E-morphism Q, : [O]” + S,, is an isomorphism. 
A more complex version for E-fields will be sketched after the proof of 
Theorem 3. 
1.4. I now consider a construction of [O]“, following ideas in [4]. [OIE, qua ring, 
will be got as lim,,, R,, where R0 = Z. E will be defined as the limit of functions 
E,,:R,+ R,+l. Put R_1 = {0}, and E_,(O) = 1. R,+l will be a group ring R,[T,], 
where r, is a torsion-free abelian group to be specified below. r1 is not defined. 
Canonically R,[T,] = (R, - 1) 0 B,+r, where B,+1 is the free R,-module on 
c \{l}. So naturally we write R,+* = R, 0 B,+l. (This suggests defining B,, = 2.) 
Assume inductively that we have defined R,, E,,, B, so R, = R,_l 0 B,, and 
E,_, has domain of definition R, _1, and range GR,,. We select a multiplicative 
group c with an isomorphism exp, . *B, = T, from the additive group B, to c. 
Now define: 
R n+l= RzKl (=R, 0 B,+t as above); 
E n+l =E,,O~X~,,:R,_~OB,+R,[T,,]. 
It is not difficult to show that lim, R, with E = lim, E,, is free on no 
generators. 
Henceforward, we fix such a representation, and maintain the above notation. 
1.5. It is worth noting that the additive subgroup of [O]” generated by the Bi is 
ei,,, Bi, and is free. Moreover, Oiao Bi is pure in [O]“. It follows that if H is a 
finitely generated subgroup of @ Bi, then the pure closure of H in (01” is a 
finitely generated subgroup of @ Bi, and so has all its subgroups free of finite 
rank. If HE Oier Bi, then also the pure closure of H in [O]” is included in 
Oiel Bi. 
Suppose C is a finite subset of @ Bi, and H is the additive subgroup generated 
by C. Let Z? be the pure closure of H in [O]“. Then every element E(h) for h E I? 
is algebraic over the set {E(c): c E C}. This is just because h is a Q-linear 
combination of the C. 
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1.6. I now define two operators 9 and 8 on the set of finite subsets of [OIE. I 
define 9 and Gp on singletons, and then extend by 
WA, U AZ) = WA,) U WA,), %‘(A, U AZ) = $(A,) U %‘(A,). 
Let LY E [O]“. Select n 2 0 minimal so that A c R,. If n > 0, (Y has a unique 
representation 
(Y= 2 cd * E(d), where cd E R,_l. 
dsB,_, 
In this case I define: 
~({~)~{d~c~#O}~{C~~d#O}, and %({Cr})={d:cd#O}. 
Ifn=O, (YE& andweput 
W(a)) = {a], %({a]) = {O]* 
Now in the obvious way we give sense to ‘W(A), where W is in the free 
semigroup (of words) on 9, 8. Elements W have natural lengths. 
Note that if n > 0 and A E R,, then 9(A) and 8(A) are subsets of R,_, . 
Indeed, 8(A) G B,_l. 
The most basic point about the above is that (Y E Z[9({ (u}), E( 8( { a}))]. To 
prove Theorem 3 we shall want to show that cp is l-l on all rings 
z]~({~>), E($({@I))l. Th is can be done by an induction involving Schanuel’s 
condition. 
1.7. Let A be a finite subset of [O]” and let n be minimal so that A s R,. If W has 
length IZ, then W(A) E Z. 
I define A(‘) and Ackj for 0 < k c n as follows: 
A(‘) = Ace, = A , A(k+l) = G&A’&‘), Ack+lj = %=(Ack’). 
Note that Ack+‘)s Rn-ck+lj, and Ack+,) E Bn_-(k+lj. 
2. Proof of Theorem 3 
Assume S satisfies Schanuel’s Condition, and q: [O]“+S, is the natural 
E-epimorphism. Let a, E [0]“. Let A = {a}. It suffices to prove that Q, is l-l on 
JW”‘, ~%$,,)l. 
Let n be minimal so that a E R,. So A,,, c B. = Z, and Acn+ E Bk. 
Let A& be the pure closure of A,, in [O]“. So At, is a finite rank free subgroup 
of B,,_,. By 1.5 we can choose finite sets A,, E A,_, E. . . G Al, with Aj a E-basis 
for the pure closure in [OIE of A,,,, U Acn_lj U - - . U A,,. 
It is possible (but this is a trivial case) that A$) = (0). Otherwise A&, is a 
subgroup of Z, and so A, has cardinality 1. 
Let dj = cardinality of An-j. 
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Claim. For 0 6 j s n, QI is l-l on Z[A’“‘, . . . , A’“-‘), A,*, . . . , Az_j]. 
This is proved by induction on j. 
j = 0. Trivial, since A’“’ E Z. 
j = k + 1. Assume the result for k. Now An--k is Z-independent and so rp(A,& 
is too. By Schanuel’s Condition, each of {An+, E(A,_k)} and {cp(A,_,), 
E(tp(A,&)} has transcendence degree z-d, over Q. 
Note however that every element of A(‘) is in H[A’“), . . . , A(‘-‘), 
E(A,n,, . . . 9 W$i-,,)I, and so by induction is algebraic over E(Ai_1). We 
conclude that {An+, E(A,+))} is algebraic over {E(A,+)}, and so (by 
counting) the latter is algebraically independent. Since { ~+T(A,_~), E(~l(d,_~))} 
is, by the induction hypothesis, algebraic over E(cJI(A,_~)), the latter is also 
algebraically independent. So q is l-l on Z[E(A,_,)]. In fact, pl must be l-l on 
the relative algebraic closure of Z[E(A,_,)] in [81E (consider action of q on 
minimum polynomials). But by the remarks of 1.5 the elements of 
Z[A’“‘, . . . , A’“-“, A ,*, . . . , A,*_j] are algebraic over Z[E(A,_,)], so we are 
done. 
3. A field-theoretic version 
3.1. Let F. be the smallest E-subfield of R. Suppose R! satisfies Schanuel’s 
Condition. In what sense is F. free? E-fields are not an equational class, and so 
the notion of free is delicate. 
3.2. In [7] I give a notion of free E-field on a set X, with reference to a notion of 
E-specialization of E-rings. I review the ideas briefly, and give the construction of 
(X)“, the free E-field on X. 
A partial E-ring is a triple (R, A, E) where R is a commutative ring with 1, A is 
an additive subgroup of R, and E is a map A+ R satisfying E(0) = 1 and 
E(x + y) = E(x) . E(y). Th ere is an obvious notion of morphism of partial 
E-rings. 
Suppose B is a partial E-ring. An %-field is an E-field K together with a 
morphism v : 9l+ K such that q(W) generates K as an E-field. 
Suppose 9 and Y are partial E-rings. A specialization I/ from % to 9 is a 
morphism 8 from an E-subring 9&, of 9 to 9’ such that if f E 9% and t is invertible 
in 9, then either 0(t) = 0 or t-’ E 9%. 
Two specializations of 9J are equivalent if the corresponding morphisms agree 
on their intersection. We identify equivalent specializations and easily see that the 
class of partial E-rings under specializations forms a category. 
Fix a partial E-ring 52, and consider the following category of %-fields. The 
objects are %-fields, and the morphisms (K, t,!~)+ (L, rp) are specializations 0 
with dam(0) 2 q(R), and such that r3q = cp. 
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Definition. A universal %jield is an initial object in the category of $%-fields. 
Note that the account follows closely Cohn’s [2] for universal fields of fractions. 
It is shown in [7] that if 9 = (R, A, E), where R 1 Q and A is a Q-subspace, 
then there is a (necessarily unique) universal %-field. When 59 = Q[X], this field 
is written as (X)E. I now give an explicit description of ( O)E. 
(O)“, qua field, will be got as lim,,,, R,, where the R, are fields and R,, = Q. 
E will be defined as the limit of functions E, : R, + R,+l. Put R-, = (0) and 
E_,(O) = 1. R,+l will be the field of fractions of a group ring R,[T,], where r, is a 
torsion-free divisible abelian group to be specified below. L1 is not defined. 
Assume inductively that we have defined R,, E,, B, so R, = R,_, 0 B, as 
Q-spaces, and E,,_, has domain of definition R,_l and range G R,. Select a 
divisible multiplicative abelian group c with an isomorphism exp : B, = G. Now 
define R,+l as the field of fractions of the group ring R,[T,], and define E,,,, as 
E,, 0 exp, (as in 1.4). Finally, select a Q-space B,+l so that R,+l = R, 0 B,+l. 
It is not difficult to show that lim, R, with E = lim, E,, is naturally isomorphic 
to (0)“. 
3.3. After these preliminaries I can now state: 
Theorem 4. Suppose S is an E-field satisjj&g Schanuel’s Condition, and S, is the 
E-subfield of S generated by 1. Then S, = (0) E. 
Proof. It is straightforward to show that (0)” satisfies Schanuel’s Condition. 
Both S, and (0)” are %fields where 9? = (Q, {0}, E), and so there is a unique 
(equivalence class of) specialization Q, : (0)” +& Q, is clearly surjective, and in 
Theorem 3 one has to show that Q, is injective. The proof goes very much as for 
Theorem 3, with some simplification and some complication. I just give the 
outline. 
Define the obvious analogues of 9, $, A’“‘, A,,,. Instead of considering 
Z-bases use Q-bases, so one can now forget about purity. Instead of showing 
Q, l-l on various rings, one now shows Q, l-l on corresponding fields. The only 
complication, and this is minor, is that exponentials of rational linear combina- 
tions of elements Wi are algebraic in the E(Wi). Inspection of the earlier proof 
shows that this is readily taken care of in showing Q, is l-l. 0 
4. Algorithmic considerations 
4.1. It is easily seen that [OIE and ( O)E have solvable word-problem, and so 
Theorems 3 and 4 show that Schanuel’s Conjecture implies that the equality 
problem for exponential constants is recursively solvable. (Theorem 3 applies if 
we don’t allow -l, and Theorem 4 is used if we do.) In [l] and [8] the latter 
conclusion was derived, without observing the stronger results of this paper. The 
algorithm in [8] has complicated subroutines, such as finding bases in certain 
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algebraic extensions. I do not know whether the theorems of this paper have any 
extra algorithmic significance. 
From the paper [4] (elaborated in [7]) one can even make a deeper connection 
between Schanuel’s Conjecture and exponential functions. If Schanuel’s Conjec- 
ture is true, there is an algorithm to decide the following problem of Hardy 
type [5]: 
Given E-polynomials f(x), g(x), decide if f dominates g at +a. 
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